
Fernhurst
Floorlamp



A new appearance,
day by day, year by year.

It`s impossible not to admire and enjoy the incredible shape, smell, the depth of colors of the plants and trees that surround us. 
Defined by weather conditions and circumstances, plants always choose their most favorable path to grow. 

With Fernhurst we borrow this rich and uncopiable design by nature, giving it a friendly arched framework to branch upon. 
Reminiscent to rose bows its ready to be overgrown by leaves, branches and flowers. 

With its integrated pot, Fernhurst Floorlamp brings a touch of green to any space, indoors- or outdoors.
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Made to last.
Fernhurst floorlamp is made out of stainless steel and aluminium, covered with powder 

coating. Its concrete base with integrated planter allows for indoor- or outdoor use, as the 
waterdrain can be closed with the included plug.  

 
For windy environments the base has 2 provisional holes for anchoring.

Fernhurst is equipped with a waterproof IP65 E27 cord set of 3 meters & light source. 
Customized length cord set upon request.

Fernhurst is made in the Netherlands.





Walderton
Base Coat

Ready to be finished with

a coat of paint.

A structure ready to be 
overgrown by leaves, 
branches and flowers. 



The Designer
Already during his study industrial design Bart Schilder was drawn into design furniture and lighting. 

When he started his career with the design brand Moooi in 2004, he soon became responsible for the 
design and development of products, working closely alongside company founders Casper Vissers and 

Marcel Wanders. 

After 15 years Bart founded his design studio where he got drawn to the work of Casper and Suzy Visser`s 
new brand Revised. A revised relationship was born.
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Delivery Notes
Measurements in mm and without packaging.
Fernhurst comes with a seperated frame, base and shade for ease of transport and  
installation. Please note the substantial weight of the base of approx. 37KG.
A cordset with EU plug and 3 meters of cord length is included, a custom length cordset is available upon request.
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Our aim with the label Revised is to create calming interiors with 
timeless atmospheres. With our modern interpretation of 20`s 
century craft, we bring an uncompromised level of detailing and 
sophistication to present-day interiors.

Every day we seek to capture enduring beauty, warmth, and 
craftsmanship and revise them into designs heirlooms that last 
for generations.
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